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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Rings out
6 Peak in Greece

10 Salve
14 Force forward
15 One receiving

guidance
17 Momma’s mate
18 Blackjack
19 Having no motion
21 Get back on
22 Mesabi Range

deposits
25 Gibb and Griffith
26 Bank business
27 Type of roof
30 “A Bug’s Life” cast

members
31 Mouse of cartoons
32 Possesses
35 Greek cross
36 Army-post

merchants
37 Boxer Muhammad
38 ’94 and ’97 U.S.

Open winner
39 Canadian capital
40 Rolled sandwich
41 Metal cup

containing burning
oil

42 Makes a wrong
turn

43 Mechanical rabbit,
e.g.

46 Challenging
situation

48 More emotionless
51 Coin-toss do-over

53 Perennial rushlike
flowerless herb

56 Looped rope

57 Long-haired
feline

58 Moves quickly
59 “The Truman Show”

director Peter
60 Grant for a spell
61 Have a hunch about

DOWN
1 Dice marks
2 Moving
3 Specific piece of

equipment
4 Electrons and

muons
5 Killed violently
6 Tenth mo.
7 Piglet’s mom
8 Court plaintiff
9 Bancroft or Baxter

10 Surpassing
11 For all to hear
12 Comic Bruce
13 Track gatherings
16 Bing Crosby movie

“The Bells of __”
20 Travel to work

23 Singers John and
Bonnie

24 Embrace
26 Like some bloomers
28 Shish kebab pin
29 Aquarium

requirement
32 “Natural Born

Killers” star
33 Scaremongers
34 Liquid tastes
36 More repentant
40 State support
41 Examine and

expurgate
43 Fiddlesticks!
44 Make right
45 Welsh breed of dog
47 Hauls off and

whacks
49 Relative of etc.
50 Dash or marathon
52 Strike an attitude
54 McKellen of “Gods

and Monsters”
55 Inc. in the United

Kingdom
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DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.

Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved

Conceptis Sudoku

Individual weight; microwave popcorn
Q: My husband and I are

about the same size and age
(35) and are equally active.
But when I eat what he eats, I
pack on pounds and he doesn’t!
Can you explain? — Karen F.,
Lexington, Kentucky

The difference in how food
affects your weight compared
to your husband’s may seem
mysterious, but each person
metabolizes food according to
his or her own body’s make-
up. Recently, researchers at
Israel’s Weizmann Institute
of Science collected data
on 800 healthy people using
health questionnaires, body
measurements, blood tests,
glucose monitoring, stool
samples and a digital lifestyle-
and-food-intake diary. After
also analyzing 46,898 meals,
they found that if people eat
the exact same meal, it can be
metabolized very differently
and its effect on blood glucose
is highly individual. In fact,
the Glycemic Index assigned
to a food as a measurement of

how it will affect a person’s
blood sugar level turned out
to be frequently inaccurate.

The study then analyzed
some participants’ stool
samples to identify bacteria
in their guts. By changing a
participant’s diet in response
to his or her glucose readings,
the researchers were able to
alter gut biomes and reduce
some of the glucose spikes.

So, Karen, if you want to
know what foods will keep
you healthy, keep a food diary
and take a probiotic. You also
could test your blood sugar
before and after meals to see
if certain foods are spiking

your glucose levels. If
all that doesn’t work,
talk with your doctor
about having your stool
sample analyzed.

Q: My kids over-
zapped a bag of pop-
corn and acrid black
smoke poured out
everywhere. I got every-
one out of the kitchen,
opened windows and

put fans all around. How toxic
was that stuff ? — Nikki C.,
Tampa, Florida

You did the right thing.
That black smoke was prob-
ably pretty toxic: Chances are
it contained chemicals that
are similar to burning Teflon,
polytetrafluoroethylene. The
lining of most microwave pop-
corn packages has fluorinat-
ed chemicals in it, designed
to keep the butter and the
popcorn fresh. Fluorinated
chemicals can be hazardous;
however their trade groups
claim fluorotechnology has

improved a lot. We suggest
you wash everything in the
kitchen while wearing wear
disposable gloves. Get a new
microwave. And about that
popcorn...

Last year Denmark’s largest
co-op retailer, Coop Denmark,
pulled microwave popcorn
from shelves, because they
couldn’t find a supplier that
didn’t use fluorinated chemi-
cals in the packaging. In 2006
they banned PVC and phthal-
ates in packaging for foods
they sell. Coop Denmark iden-
tifies fluorinated chemicals as
toxic endocrine disruptors.
But their action inspired inno-
vation and something brand-
new popped in the microwave
popcorn industry: fluorinated-
free microwave popcorn bags,
made by the Spanish snack
company Liven. That compa-
ny developed a stronger paper
bag based on natural cellu-
lose, and sales are through the
roof. Maybe someone in the
U.S. can bring that popcorn
over here.

DOCTORS OZ AND ROIZEN

We recently offered anecdotal
evidence that chess might be
useful in moderating ravages of
aging such as dementia.

Michael Ciamarra, an
Alabama chess aficionado and
columnist, who conducts a pro-
gram called Brain Games for
Healthy Living, testifies on his
personal website to the ubiqui-
tousness of such afflictions and
to possible remedies, includ-
ing chess, in an article entitled
Checkmating Alzheimer’s.

The enormity of the problem
is astonishing. One third of all
seniors, we are told, will die of
Alzheimers.

“By 2050,” he reports, “the
cost of care for Alzheimer’s is
projected to balloon from $203
billion to $1.2 trillion.”

The combined emotional and
material devastion to individual
families and other caregivers is
virtually incalculable. But why
chess and other mind sports?
The answer is simple: they
stimulate cognitive areas of the
brain.

Dr. Stuart Brown, a psychia-
trist and clinical researcher
reported in his 2005 book Play:
“One prospective study done at
Albert Einstein and Syracuse
universities showed that for
people who had the most cogni-
tive activity, the chances of get-
ting Alzheimer’s disease were
63 percent lower than that of the
general population.”

Mind games offer both pre-
vention and palliative, as well
as, for a few at least, a possible
remedy. But a broader approach
would restructure education and
work so as to limit the chronic
mindlessness that so often pre-
vails.

Below is a win by Vladislav
Artemiev agains Mikhail
Antipov from the Ugra
Governor’s Cup tournament in
Khanty-Mansiysk, Russia.

Antipov Artemiev
1. e4 c5
2. Nf3 e6
3. b3 a6
4. Bb2 Nc6
5. Nc3 d5
6. exd5 exd5
7. Qe2ch Be6
8. O-O-O d4
9. Ne4 Be7
10. Kb1 h6
11. Ne1 Nf6
12. Nd3 Nxe4
13. Qxe4 Qd7
14. Re1 O-O
15. Nf4 Bf5
16. Qf3 Bg5
17. Nd5 R(a)e8
18. Bc4 Bg6
19. h4 Bxd2
20. Rd1 Ne5
21. Qg3 Nxc4
22. bxc4 Re2
23. h5 Bxc2ch
24. Kxc2 Bf4ch
White resigns
SOLUTION TO

BEGINNER’S CORNER:
1. Ng4ch! Kf5 2. R(either)f7ch
Rxf7 3. Rxf7 mate!.[Bukavshin-
Eliseev ’15].

Chess
by Shelby Lyman
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